
Vasant Valley Debate for the India Today Cup through the years...
The legacy of the prestigious Vasant Valley School English Debate for the India Today Cup, now spans over 23 years. It’s safe to say that in these years since its
inception, it has changed a fair bit.  In 1997, an event of this scale was unique and unfamiliar. The inter-school debate was a novelty and was considered a big step
in increasing student exposure to the world of debate and subsequently, democracy. This event is one of the most coveted competitions in India and it provides a
good debating experience to the countless schools that take part every year. Competitive spirit and passion for debate have persisted and flourished over decades,
as a myriad of schools annually send their strongest teams to display their prowess and express their opinions. Eventhough, as recent as 2019, memories of
clamoring for the best seats as the students unceremoniously and excitedly assembled in the Vasant Manch, loudly cheering on their school, seem distant. Today,
as one logs into the Zoom meeting for the India Today Cup, it definitely feels different, but the legacy of the event and its rich history of high-quality
competition shines through the screen.  

 

This House opposes the narrative of rage as a profitable emotion.

The Mother's International School
               (Proposition)

Vasant Valley School, Maroon
(Opposition)

Final Round

v/s

"Hope is universal, anger is not."
 

The Proposition laid the foundation for its case by elaborating
on the nature of ‘rage’: it is a powerfully blinding emotion.
Popular leaders often encourage enraged followers to take part
in intense violence; the benefits that are later accrued,
however, never reach these people. The argument was
strengthened by the examples of several incidents, such as the
demolition of the Babri Masjid by kar sevaks, and the
mobilisation of the multitudes by the Shiv Sena. A struggle
that endorses violence rapidly loses its moral high ground;
thus, the State is granted a ready excuse to suppress it. Because
of their relative social acceptability, peaceful protests are much
easier for the ordinary citizen to take part in: the Indian
freedom struggle, led by Mahatma Gandhi, came to fruition
for this very reason. It enunciated that hope, unlike anger, is a
universal human emotion; it helps one hold one’s leaders
accountable for their actions. What one must derive from
history is the hope that protestors relied on to fight for their
rights, instead of simply anger. 

“Anger is the tool that is used to free them from bondage.”
 

The Opposition countered the other side’s claims from the very
beginning by articulating its support for the angry, the radical,
and the somewhat violent. Rage, it articulated, is not a ‘blinding
emotion’, or a singular ‘bright flash of anger’: it is a narrative that
builds up over decades and centuries. Anger is entirely justified
when one’s community has to suffer the worst possible
discrimination for hundreds of years: it is a natural biological
reaction to the theft of one’s life, liberty and rights. It is, in fact,
patronising, to tell sufferers to not be angry. The team
demonstrated that hope is a much less powerful motivator for
action than anger: it requires more effort to muster, and can only
be afforded by the privileged. Referring to the Proposition’s
model as idealistic and speculative, it stated that one has nothing
at all to hope for if one hasn’t started fighting in the first place.
The angry are able to pressurise authority more robustly; even if
their actions do not profit them directly, they do alleviate society
at large. The arguments were fortified with many examples, such
as those of Subhash Chandra Bose’s INA, the protests that
followed Nirbhaya’s horrifying gang-rape.

The Opposition, Vasant Valley School emerged victorious and took the cup.
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 “The protestors aren’t 6 year-olds, they’re 6 to 17-year-olds,
and 17-year-olds are being shot even today!”

 
The Opposition came up and argued that the long-term
aspirations of the movement needed to be prioritised in
contrast to short-term gains. They believed children would
not know how to respond to police brutality rationally and
their economic ambitions for the future would also be
compromised. In the eyes of the Whites, the protest would
exemplify the weaknesses of the Black community. The
Whip articulated that Black children would be severely
mistreated, and they would never be held to the same
standards as white children. The Opposition ended by
convincing us that Black people needed to stay hopeful for
their future. 

The Mother's International School
(Proposition)

‘This House (Civil Rights Movement) will sanction the children's protest (Time Set: 1st May 1963)’

‘TH (Civil Rights Movement) will sanction the children's protest (Time Set: 1st May 1963)’

Vasant Valley School, Beige
(Opposition)

The path to liberation is not an easy or perfect path.”
 

Proposition started their case by explaining the context of the
status quo in regard to the civil rights movement. Their
principal argument elaborated on how a child should be
allowed to protest if they wish to do so. They went on to
explain that The Right to Protest is an extension of the Right
to Self Defence. Their consequential argument discussed the
beneficial impact of a children's protest on the movement as a
whole. They also went on to share five main reasons such as
children cannot be arrested for life, which included how
juvenile records are sealed. Through this, they proved to the
house why children should be sanctioned. Side proposition
also actively engaged with side opposition by asking POIs and
answering rebuttals. 

v/s

 The Shri Ram School, Moulsari
(Proposition)

Vasant Valley School, Maroon
(Opposition)

“When black adults see their children being maimed like
this, are they going to stay silent?”

 
The Prime Minister commenced a rousing debate by
shedding light on what society  largely associates with
children: purity, innocence, and hope for a better future.
The protest should be sanctioned because even a racist
white man will face a moral dilemma before labelling a child
as a 'terrorist'. Arguing proficiently, the team tasked the
Opposition with demonstrating precisely how the protest
would not take place even if the Movement did not sanction
it; they believed that a dormant Movement needed the
instant reinvigoration that only a children-led  protest
would cause. Young children would definitely be unable to
use violent means to fight their oppressors. 

v/s
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Side opposition, on the other hand, re-contextualised the
motion. They talked about how children are naive and
gullible, so  they can easily be manipulated by leaders. While
talking about the world in the proposition's paradigm, they
described it to be one where there are bad media perceptions
of the movement. They argued that children may be cruelly
mistreated by authorities during the protest, and henceforth
face psychological trauma. This will go on to affect their
abilities to work in the future. The stakeholder’s impact
from the viewpoint of children and parents was presented
which included   arguments about the sustainability of the
movement, better mobilisation, and political capital.

"Children are not aware of the harsh realities of the world

Side Proposition emerged victorious.

Side Opposition emerged victorious.
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This House supports the characterisation of the feminist
movement as a Sisyphean Struggle

 
“Principle of equality is immortal.”

 
Side proposition set the house by outlining the goal of the feminist
movement as a search for equality for all genders, and this relevance
is dynamic. Side opposition opened their case by stating that
feminism is not about absolute equality, rather it is centered around
equity. The opposition went on to elaborate that a Sisyphean
struggle is a stagnant and unachievable one, however, the feminist
movement cannot be called this because of past successes like voting
rights. Side proposition, while countering side opposition, explained
that society is in a constant state of flux and hence, there will always
be a new goal that emerges. Side opposition progressed to engage
with side proposition by elaborating on the boulder analogy.

Side Proposition emerged victorious.

This House supports the characterization of the feminist
movement as a Sisyphean struggle

 
“We do not live in a utopian world. We live in a world where

inequality is a reality.” 
 

Side proposition started by defining key terms of the motion such as
characterisation, feminist movement and Sisyphean struggle. They spent
lots of time characterising the motion under fire. Proposition also talked
about the concept of equality - how it is a utopian idea and an
unachievable one. They went on to add how progress is being made, but
the problem of discrimination against females. In addition, they
explained  how feminism is a paradoxical issue. Side opposition
countered this by introducing their points about the difference between
unachievable and uphill, the need for incentivising people, and the
benefits of providing hope to people. The main clashes were - which side
is the movement best  represented, and whether equality is a utopian
idea or not. 

Side Opposition emerged victorious.

This House regrets the commercialisation of drag culture
 

"Drag culture is the unique way of expressing your true emotions"
 

A thrilling debate, involved a lot of engagement from both sides of
the house. Proposition came up and defined a few key terms in the
motion and told us about the true essence behind the emergence of
drag culture, that is to create a less gender biased society. With the
commercialisation of drag culture, proposition also told us that the
people behind the screens (i.e. the individual making money)
control the narrative, which gives rise to stereotypes and defeats the
whole goal of drag culture. Opposition brilliantly pointed out that
proposition failed to provide a counter factual/alternative and
hence, on their side of the house drag queening doesn’t exist. Along
with that, opposition brought to light that we are living in a
capitalist society, where one functions purely on incentive. 

Side Proposition emerged victorious.

This House opposes redemptive arcs for villainesses
 

“You can make mistakes and do bad things, without being
portrayed as purely evil.”

 
Commencing the debate, the Prime Minister acknowledged that
both sides of the House stood for feminism, and clearly defined
the term ‘redemptive arc’; he believed that this way, women are
rendered objects of other people’s actions, patriarchal stereotypes
are reinforced, and heinous crimes are justified and normalised. In
Side Proposition’s model, a villainess’s actions would be
explained, but not redeemed. Side Opposition elaborated on
society’s double standards for women, and the pure versus evil
binary they are forced to be in. They emphasised on the
empowerment of young women; their arguments, however, were
countered for lack of consistency.

Side Opposition emerged victorious.
 

Pathways School Noida
(Proposition)

Vasant Valley School, Beige
(Opposition)

The Mother's International
School (Proposition)

Modern High School for
Girls (Opposition)

Vasant Valley School,
Maroon (Proposition)

The Cathedral and John
Connon School ( Opposition)
 

Vivek High School
(Proposition)

The Shri Ram School,
Maulsari (Opposition)

THBT Olivia Rodrigo is
overrated
She’s been proclaimed “mini
Taylor swift” but she can
never really beat the icon
herself

THBT glasses make you

smarter

the stereotype produced by the

wearing of glasses is one that

has existed for a long time but

by this point it has been

debunked 

THW allow Gen Z to raid Area51 for the benefit of the worldArea 51 should be raided for thesake of transparency,accountability, knowledge andnational security.

THBT mulets are better than

bangs.

bangs help people hide

insecurities such as a big

forehead, it is also a way for

the west to get to know how

the Asian culture works.

Quarterfinals

Things that happen in Debates, stay in debates?



Final RoundPreliminary Rounds

They’re usually hard to
understand: Debaters are well
known for their vast knowledge
about the English language, with
each speecit is not unusual for
audience members to be
confused about what they’re
saying. 

Slightly limited vocabulary?: As
Debaters delve into the intricacies of
their principle and pragmatic
arguments they need to make sure the
adjudicators are paying full attention
to their speeches and therefore refer
to them after every argument they
make.

Their Mannerisms are eccentric: While
speaking debaters almost always stick to a
certain type of manner which outside of
the debate room is simply put as
eccentric.  The biggest and most evident
way they assert intellectual dominance is
with excessive hand gestures, which can
easily be confused with those of
Bharatnatyam dancers. 

The other team never gets it:  during
particularly engaging debates, debaters
often stutter (mostly due to pure
frustration at the other team) and very
quickly shift from what they are currently
talking about to another thing wrong with
their opponent’s speeches. With that, come
particularly snarky comments at the other
team, all in good spirit though!

During debates a debater’s main prerogative is to prove themselves and their capabilities with both
understanding and speaking on the motion at hand. They also tend to want to beat the other
team, particularly bad, and with that some weird habits tend to surface. Here’s a condensed version
of what that looks like…
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A debater's pet peeves 
1. People complaining they speak too fast: While not everyone can keep up, debaters
do have a lot of matter to get through. This forces them to adopt a swift speaking
style. Moreover, those complaints about their speed often irk them.

2. Constant POIs: While POIs are an essential part of the game, debaters hate their
flow being broken by other teams that are constantly asking them. They feel this is
done to either to throw them off their rhythm, or to assert dominance. This does
eventually get to debaters, peeving them (slightly).

3.     Slimy logic: Often, teams can be endlessly frustrating with slimy logic that ruins
debates and arguments. Nothing frustrates a debater more than having to encounter
slimy circles of logic, that they simply cant escape without sounding frustrated or
taking too much time. Slimy logic is simply surface-level intellect that passes off with
a little confidence.



Q1) How would you describe yourself?
A. Excitable
B. Reasonable
C. Strategic
D. Knowledgeable

Q2) What type of friend are you during a fight?
A. The one who always picks a fight
B. The one who acts as the peacemaker
C. The one who doesn’t know which side to pick
D. The one who is above all fighting

Q3) What activity interests you the most?
A. Any sport 
B. Dancing
C. Solving puzzles 
D. Quizzing

Q4) Which show would you watch?
A. Suits
B. Anne with an E
C. Sherlock Holmes
D. I would rather not watch any

Q5) What type of a student are you in class?
A. The Fighter
B. The Goody-Two-Shoes 
C. The Confused Soul
D. The Straight-A Student

If you chose mostly As…
You are feisty and quick to flare up at any argument against
your side. You are quick with rebuttals and know how to
put your opponents on the spot. You sometimes get too
heated during the debate, which may cost you some points
in mannerisms. 

If you chose mostly Bs…
You are the cool, calm, and collected debater. You speak
with a tone of reason and are very eloquent. Your
opponents find you reasonable to debate against. You work
as a leader during debate prep to ensure there is a solid
structure to your debate. At times you may be too orderly
and forget to move with the tides of the debate. 

If you chose mostly Cs…
You are the double-edged sword debater. You have a unique
ability to look at the bigger picture and think on both sides
very quickly. Your primary goal is to be the devil’s advocate
and make your house stronger. You sometimes get carried
away and need to be brought back to your side of the
motion.

If you chose mostly Ds…
You are the know-it-all debater. You have information on
every single event in the history of time. No one goes against
the depth of your knowledge. You provide the facts and the
examples in a debate. However, at times you forget the
analytical part while forming arguments

Which type of debater are you?
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Editorial Board
Ahaana Gupta, Aarush Kapur, Miheeka Bagla, Savya Meatle, Suhani Ahuja, Anivartin Daga, Anirudh Vats, Sumaya Beri, Sara Jayakumar,

Tvisha Jerath,  Advaita Sehgal, Siddhant Nagrath, Shyla Upadhyay, Daksayani Chandra, Jehan Vir Singh Bhandal, Kavyini Garodia, Arshya
Gaur,  and Shiveka Bakshi

 Special Thanks to Kareena Grewal, Aardra Vijay Pillai, Jai Relan, Ayra Monga, Myra Prasad, Girdhar Chandok, Lavanya Agarwal, Soumya Garg,
Arjunveer Khera, Khushi Juneja, Bhavini Nagpal, Kabir Bahl, Ananya Juneja, Aanandini Tayal, Saanya Anand, and Harsh Khanna

Editor- Manan Ahuja
 

Send all articles/suggestions to newsletter@vasantvalley.edu.in | Online issue available at www.vasantvalley.org

Ladies and gentlemen of the house, we welcome you back from a week full of debates!

With controversy-filled one-liners, over the top hand gestures, and narratives that run at an unbelievable
pace barely leaving any time to keep up with the flow of arguments. However, isn’t this trend
intrinsically problematic to the debate culture today? Presidential debates have been satirized endlessly
for being chaotic train wrecks with absolutely no direction and constant repetition of ideas. If every
speaker is to play the same role, the essence of a parliamentary debate gets diminished.

On the other hand, the opposition stands firm in its belief that the individuality of a true debater can
never be diluted and these features of the celebrated debate culture are the ones that attract new debaters
to all intents and purposes. 

Panel, now is the time for you to make a choice- is this trend that we have elaborately discussed
promoting inclusivity or are we building a generation of self-parodies?

Debate Culture Today

An Interview with the winning Team 
Question 1:  Winning, of course, feels great and we
congratulate you on the same. But, how do you plan to
use your fabulous debating skills in the real world? 

Answer.  This quite an idealistic question! We hope to use
our prowess, as well as the experience we gained during this
tournament to enhance our critical thinking and analytical
skills. We would like to one  day use this to help make the
world a better place and help people in whatever way
possible.  

 
Question 2: How did it feel to be in your own school during the tournament but having to debate on the
online platform?

Answer.  It was wonderful to have my team by my side throughout the tournament. We are a source of strength and
support to each other as we progressed from round to round until we got to hold the coveted India Today Cup at
the very end. After two years of virtual debating, the online format was familiar and comforting and helped us to be
at ease throughout the debate. Despite this, we hope that things improve soon and we are able to debate in this
tournament in it's original, pre-covid glory.  

Question 3: What did you think of this year's debate, do you have any suggestions as to how we can improve
the India Today Debate for the next year?

Answer.  We loved the debating experience this year. This was the first time we were allowed to give speeches for
seven minutes and thirty seconds. All the rounds were good debates and we also enjoyed the motions, especially in
the Quarterfinals and Semifinals which were complex and challenging enough to allow quality discussions on both
sides. The Core Team led by Vibha, Ananya and Arunima was fantastic and managed to run this tournament with
perfection. We would also like to thank the entire VVS team who helped make this a big success. 

 

Question 4:  How did you prepare for this debate, in what ways were you able to
stick together as a team?

Answer.  India Today was a very important tournament for us, being such an integral
part of the culture at Vasant Valley School. The core philosophy of our entire prep
during this debate was 'BE RADICAL', after all this, It is an honor to be able to hold this
cup high.  

As told to Manan Ahuja, 12
 


